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business of everyone who wants to take a broad philosophic
view of the educational system as a whole, and maybe to view
the stage with which he is particularly concerned as an organic
portion of that whole. If the curriculum at all stages is to be
dominated by the conception of helping the pupil to live the
best kind of life at that stage, to stimulate the interests which
he naturally and inevitably forms, and to guide his search for
the causes of what his interests impel him to observe—how, in
general, should this conception work out in practice? It will
obviously be convenient to connect this part of our discussion
with the stages of school life explained in a previous chapter.
The nursery To begin at the beginning, then, we take first the
school nursery school. A great Victorian headmaster
who once ventured to write a book on home
teaching made one observation, or, rather, put a question,
which deserves to be recalled, although the book is deservedly
forgotten. "If," said he, "you do not begin Latin with a boy
of eight, then what are you to do with him?" Similarly many
an infant schoolmistress of a time gone by has asked, either
implicitly or explicitly: "If you are not to begin the three r's
with children of three or four, what are you to do with them?"
To this question the modern nursery school provides the
answer, and the answer comes mostly from Froebel and in some
respects from Montessori. The children learn decent bodily
habits, including the cleaning of teeth, the use of ahandkerchiejf,
the use of soap and water, and, when necessary, the use of a
bath. They learn the elements of social behaviour, and anyone
who has watched the table manners of children in a nursery
school, and who knows how such children feed at home, must
appreciate what such learning means. They learn to take care
of the schoolroom, of flowers and animal pets, to prepare the
tables for meals, and to wash plates and mugs, to prepare for
sleep, and afterwards to fold blankets, put away beds, and put
on boots or shoes. They learn to don and to doff their out-

